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I Hair Perming I

Objective

To learn the art of hair perming using rollers and wrapping.

Preparation of Tray, Client and material required ...

Materials to be arranged on tray:

1. Neck strip and towel,
4 Shampoo cape,
7. Combs,
10. Applicators
12. Gloves
14. Protective cream

3. Cotton strip,
6. Clips,
9. Scissor,

2. End papers,
5. Waving lotion,
8. Neutralizer,
11. Mild Shampoo
13. Permanent wave rods
15. Plastic cap.

Procedure:

(1) The neck strip and towels and the shampoo cape are used t? .
protect the patron' skin and clothing.

(2) Applicators are used to apply the waving lotion and neutralizer
to the hair.

Draping Procedure

(1) Seat the patron and adjust the chair.

(2) Ask the patron to remove any jewellery.
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r.B (Practical 'Units) r-----------------~-------------------------------
Notes .... (3) Turn the patron's collar inside, making sure it does not get

wrinkled.

, (4) Place a towel lengthwise around the patron's neck. Hold the ends
together, place the shampoo cape in the centre of the towel and
fasten it. A portion of the towel will be underneath the cape and
a portion over the cape.

(5) Place a second towel over the shoulders and fasten with a clip.

Procedure for Sectioning Straight Back Pattern

The hair is combed straight back, and the width of the top section is
, measured by the length of a rod placed along the hair line. Parting

-> ,. back from each end of the rod length, hold the hair and use the length
of a rod from the hair line at the end of the rod to get the depth of the

; top section. Pin up the hair in this section and using this section as
your guide, part off the side sections and all others.
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Section of Rollers "
to.

Remember that the rod size determines the size of the curl pattern.
Permanent wave rods vary in size from extra large to extra small.

Use the following guide lines for selecting the proper rod.

(1) Coarse hair with good elasticity - use large rods.

(2) Medium textured hair with average elasticity - use large or
medium rods.

,(3) Fine hair with very little elasticity - use medium or small rods.

(4) Bleached or tinted hair - use large rods.
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Procedure for Wrapping ,
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Book Wrap -In the Book Wrap the end paper is folded over the strand
of hair, just as an object would be placed in a book. Care must be
taken when using this wrap. The end papers should be pulled down
the strand of.hair and angled so that it does not bend the hair at any
point.

The main purpose of wrapping with end papers is, that it helps soak
up extra lotion and also to protects the hair ends.

!Ilair Perming ...

Precautions

1. A very important step before giving a permanent wave is to
make a correct and careful analysis of the patron's scalp and
hair condition.

2. The scalp should be examined very carefully. Abrasions on
the scalp can make cold waving dangerous.

3. Porosity is the ability of the hair to absorb fluids or liquid.

4. The processing time for any cold wave depends much more <

on hair porosity than on any other factor.

5. The more porous the hair, the less processing time it takes,
and a milder waving solution is required.
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